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Recruiting is an industry in which a huge amount of data is processed everyday.  Recruiting
software helps recruiters and owners make sense of all of the data that passes through their hands. 
With a better grasp on data, recruiters can find better matches for their clients, and make a bigger
profit.

Recruiters thrive on the connections they make through their networking efforts.  Each connection
had the potential to become a candidate or client.  But each recruiter might have hundreds of
contacts.  A group of recruiters working together at a firm have thousands of contacts between
them.  Recruiting software is a tool that helps recruiting firms to get the most use out of the
thousands of contacts they have access to.

A good recruiting software will help to organize contacts, resumes, and job orders.  But, a great
recruiting software intelligently connect clients, job requisitions, and candidates.  It will also help
recruiters, account managers, and owners at a recruiting firm work together.

Recruiting software breaths life into a recruiting firmâ€™s database.  All of the information a recruiting
firm gathers is stored in a database - like candidate resumes, client names and contact information,
and job order details.  Recruiting software works with that database to match up candidates to job
orders, help account managers to easily look up client information, and help recruiters to advertise
their job orders to potential candidates.

The ability to look up a job order, see who is working with a particular client, and search for a
candidateâ€™s phone number are all important.  Perhaps more important, however, is a recruiting firmâ€™s
ability to link their database with data that is already online.

The more candidates a recruiter has access to, the better chances they have of providing their client
with a superb match to fill their job requirements.  Recruiting software can provide recruiters with
tools for pulling information from the web into their database with just a few clicks.  For instance, an
IT recruiter might find an excellent web developer on a social network.  With their recruiting
software, they can easily import the web developerâ€™s contact information into their database.  The
next time they receive a job requisition for a web developer, the recruiter will be able to easily find
that candidate in their database. 

When the right candidate does not exist in a recruiterâ€™s database, they must go to other sources. 
Another advantage to using recruiting software is the ability to quickly post job requisitions to job
boards across the web.  Posting job orders to the right job boards helps to find qualified applicants
who may be a good match for a clientâ€™s open position.  With just a few clicks from their recruiting
software, recruiters can post their job to hundreds of job boards, and receive candidate applications
right into their database.

Recruiting software helps recruiting and staffing firms increase their profit in several ways.  First, in
enables contacts, job orders, and resumes to be organized and searched.  Then, recruiting software
makes importing contact information from the web into a database quick and easy.  Finally,
recruiting software enables recruiters to advertise job orders on many job boards at once so they
can find the best candidate faster.
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